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green tunic. In fact he himself harmonized little with his
gold-buttoned cavalry greatcoat and officer's cap. He
lectured me cheerily for quite a while on the economic and
industrial development of his area. He was very proud of
his large budget. His annual turnover in fur alone amounted
to half a million pounds (at par). The poly-metallic combine
and the coal mines at Norilsk would be his as soon as the
G.P.U. had completed the construction. At Ust Port
he had a fish-canning factory that turned out one and a half
million tins of preserved fish each year—worth £200,000.
At Potapabo, not far from Dudinka, they were breeding
reindeer, the first State reindeer farm in Russia, with
two thousand head of animals. Out in the Kara Sea, they
had sealing and whaling. At other parts they were organiz-
ing native hunters and fishers into collectives. They have
also to manage the supply of all commodities to the dwellers
in the district and the building of the towns, the 38 radio
stations, the 20 meteorological observation posts, the
2 State cattle ranches, the agricultural estate with 100
tractors and 50 combines. They had to control six educa-
tional areas, with hospitals at many district centres, a
graphite mine and the coal mines in the huge Tunguska
Basin and on the Kureika river. All these things were under
Abrarn Abramovitch Stukater's direction. And while his
chief accountant wrote out a profit of 6 per cent on every
business transaction of this large enterprise, all that Abram
Abramovitch got out of it was 1200 roubles a month—a
third of the earnings of a pilot on his own air lines. When
I pointed this disproportion out to him he laughed. 'Oh,
well, if you look at it from that point of view, you'll think me
a big fool. Do you know that some of the men who load the
ships in the port out there, and whose wives work in the saw-
mill have more than that for their family? But what should
I want with money? My family live in Moscow; they get
their flat at a ridiculous rental; they have the use of my
official car, and have quite enough to live on. My daughter
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